
ROGUEPLAY THEATRE AERIAL RIG/STAGE TRUSS PRICE LIST 

FULL RIG 

Specifications: Quad truss built by Total Fabrications. Loading information is available on 
request. 

The rig can be hired alone or with rig hands. Rig hands will only construct and dismantle the 
rig.  THEY WILL NOT rig aerial equipment. The truss is erected using truss lifts or ropes 
depending on the location it is erected.  Truss lifts and ropes are ONLY supplied with rig 
hands. RoguePlay can also transport the rig for you.  There are hire documents and 
deposits to be completed before a hire can go ahead. 

Hire charge: (quad truss only, this hire charge does not include rig hands, transportation, 
truss lifts or ropes and must be paid prior to hire commencing) £300 per day and £1800 per 
week. 

Deposit: £800 

Rigging Hands: (4 in total and includes truss lifts and or ropes) £750 with hire lift, per get in 
and out. (Hire lift £150) 

Transport Costs: £75 per day plus fuel costs @ .60p per mile per vehicle. 

GOALPOST RIG 

Specifications: Quad truss built by Total Fabrications. Loading information is available on 
request. 

The rig can be hired alone or with rig hands. Rig hands will only construct and dismantle the 
rig.  THEY WILL NOT rig aerial equipment. The truss is erected by hand.  RoguePlay can 
also transport the rig for you. There are hire documents and deposits to be completed before 
a hire can go ahead. 

Hire Charge: (quad truss only, this charge does not include rig hands or transportation and 
must be paid prior to hire commencing) £200 per day £1200 per week. 

Deposit: £600 

Rigging hands: (3 in total) £500 per get in and out 

Transport costs: £75 per day plus fuel costs @ .60p per mile per vehicle 

SWING FRAME 

Specifications: Aluminium scaffold style tubes.  Maximum loading weight 125kg. 



The structure takes up a total floor space of 3m (width) x 2.5m (height). The length of the 
hanging bar is2.5m and is the longest bar. The frame dismantles into 5 manageable lengths 
and can fit into an estate car.  The frame is erected by hand. RoguePlay can also transport 
the rig for you. There are hire documents and deposits to be completed before a hire can go 
ahead. 

Hire Charge: (swing frame only, this hire does not include rig hands or transportation and 
must be paid prior to hire commencing) £75 per day £375 per week. 

Deposit: £100 

Rigging Hands: (2 in total) £100 per get in and out 

Transport costs: £75 per day plus .60p per mile. 

OTHER 

Individual quad truss pieces: Deposits required dependant on length of hire. 

2m length: £8 per day - £50 per week 

2.5m length: £10 per day - £64 per week 

3m length: £12 per day - £75 per week 

3-way corner: £10 per day - £64 per week 

Base plate: £5 per day - £29 per week 

Egg, pin, clip set: £1 per day - £5 per week 

Aerial equipment such as silks, trapeze, rope or hoop as well as span sets, karabiners, 
pulleys and other rigging kit are hired on request only. 

Photos of rigging are available at http://www.rogueplay.co.uk/#!aerial-rigstage-truss-hire/cvzj 


